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What are we talking about?

Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning: The effort to automate intellectual tasks normally performed by 
humans [Chollet; 2018]; ML is a subfield of AI that is any method to allow computers to learn without 
explicitly being programmed

Metadata: Something that is beyond the data: a statement or statements about the data [Pomeranz; 2015]
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'analysis-ready’ data are “any dataset that has been preprocessed 
such that it fulfills the quality standards required by the analysis 
which will be performed on it” [Stern et al., 2022]

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fclim.2021.782909/full
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The Myth AI/ML-readiness The Reality

https://unsplash.com/photos/LOuHJV4I5RE



The Myth AI/ML-readiness The Reality

AI/ML-readiness reduces the work needed to begin 
working with a dataset. It does not eliminate it. 
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SPASE
Descriptive metadata pertaining to access and availability: e.g.,  AccessInformation and
AccessURL

Descriptive metadata pertaining to computing environment: e.g., ExecutionEnvironment

Procedural metadata pertaining to level of processing: e.g., ProcessingLevel

Procedural metadata pertaining to traceability: e.g., RevisionHistory

Enrichment metadata pertaining to more complex information: e.g., InformationURL



A modest proposal

Be more clear in our language of what we mean by AI/ML-readiness

Recognize what metadata currently do and do not do

Create forums (like Github and HelioNauts) to keep the conversation alive and know how to evolve 
infrastructure/metadata

https://tinyurl.com/Github-Helio-ChallengeDataSets

https://tinyurl.com/Github-Helio-ChallengeDataSets

